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Supporting student start-ups by enabling shared facilities within 
the higher education institution

Introduction
Within the Entrepreneurship program at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, there are a number of student 
start-ups that are developing inclusive, sustainable, and innovative solutions. We noticed that, during this process, 
they need to access certain facilities to develop a proof of concept or minimal viable product. When student start-ups 
tried to access facilities themselves, they found insufficient information about accessing facilities and contact persons. 
As Hui & Gerber (2017) stated that accessible facilities like a makerspace have a positive impact on the number of 
students who are embarking on the venture of a new business. Halbinger, (2020) states that there needs to be more 
research about university makerspaces in relation to the facilitation of student-entrepreneurship.
Research question:
What is the current status of the accessibility of all develop and test facilities for student start-ups of all different 
education tracks at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences? 

Next steps
The outcome of the study contributed to further 

knowledge development of maker facilities in a university. 
This study mainly contributed to getting an overview of 

potential facilities student-entrepreneurship cloud use to 
validate their idea inside a University and potential 
configurations of how a University maker facilities 

landscape would be accomplished.

Theoretical framework
• This study uses the resource-based view (RVB) theory originally introduced by (Barney, 1996). To develop an 

understanding of how HEI uses the internal resources and to generate a competitive advantage with the use of 
makerspaces to facilitate student-entrepreneurs (Learned et al., 1969; Porter, 1981, Jansen, van de Zande, 
Brinkkemper, Stam, Varma, 2015).

• Understanding how maker facilities could support the process of validating an entrepreneurial idea (Sull, 2004).
• Develop knowledge about In what phase, a student-entrepreneur team would have the need for University Maker
• Having access to form maker facilities helps students to develop entrepreneurial skills, and a mindset and increases 

the chance for the student to start his own entrepreneurial journey (Hui & Gerber 2017). 

Outcome
that all facilities of the University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam are accessible to student start-ups. 
However, certain specialized facilities (e.g. the DNA lab, and the biomedical lab) have strict accessibility 
policies that student start-ups have to abide by. This research led to an overview of all facilities present 
within the University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam. This overview offers transparency to student start-
ups about which facilities are available and how to access them.

Outcome
Three ways how an institution cloud configures facility sharing (N=3):
- Facilitator (UTwente) centralized and low level of friction to get access 
as student-entrepreneurship;
- Community (MaakHaarlem) Strict curation of community, it's up to the 
community to facilitate the sharing of facilities;
- Decentral (TU Delft) decentral and all facilities have to choose their 
business model.

2. Benchmark study to get perceptive on how other HEIs deal with sharing facilities with student start-ups. 
Semi-structured interviews with managers of the student-entrepreneurship program at the HEI (N=5). 
The institution that were studied University of Twente (UTwente), Technical University Delft (TU Delft), 
MaakHaarlem (private institution).

Methods
1.Single embedded case study inside the University of Applied Sciences 
Amsterdam.
Interview with managers (N=5) of wide ranch of facilities and visited several 
biomedical labs (N=3), makerspaces (N=3), eye tracking studio (N=1), photo 
studio (N=1), VR studio (N=1), Food innovation kitchen (N=1).


